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COSMIN ANDRON

Zanskar’s Supercouloir

Next morning, 9 June, things started well: having crossed some snow 
slopes we approached a grey rock tower, different in appearance and feel to 
rock we’d experienced so far. Although still loose, looking similar to a large 
pile of  Jenga, it allowed good progress if  taken with care. It was here that 
the technical crux of  the climb came, with a slabby pull onto a large block. 
It was only when fully committed to the block, that you could see it was 
completely overhanging the west face and felt some distance apart from the 
main ridge.

Once above the tower, the climbing became a monotonous round of  
small rock buttresses interspersed with sections of  grey ice that was both 
hard and brittle. By this time the altitude and previous work was taking it 
toll, with a sequence of  very slow pitches with both of  us making a beeline 
to any rock showing from the ice to rest our calves. By now the weather 
had deteriorated with a barrage of  icy wind and snow being blown across 
the west face. It was getting towards evening and we’d both donned duvet 
jackets to battle the cold when the top finally came in sight. We were fairly 
subdued when we finally topped out, with a quick ‘selfie’ before finding 
somewhere to camp. The route down was none too obvious and visibility 
was in and out, so we only went about 100m to some soft dry snow which 
made for an easy final bivy site.

Next morning the weather started badly, but it soon cleared and we were 
able to see the way down. It was easy enough, with only a small section 
of  grey ice before an easy stroll down snow ridges towards the west face, 
making our way along the route taken by Martin Moran. Unfortunately this 
included a short climb up a small tooth on the ridgeline, wading through 
knee and thigh-deep snow. It felt like the mountain reminding us who was 
boss. Then we were at the couloir leading to the basin at the bottom of  the 
west face and with four abseils, a lot of  down-climbing and bum-sliding, 
we were at the corrie floor and in relative safety: man-hugs all round. Then 
it was a matter of  six hours of  moraine bashing with heavy packs until we 
reached base camp and gorged on Tang and pakora. With the weather on 
our side we had achieved our objective much quicker than anticipated, ten 
days after reaching base camp, and were able to leave earlier than planned.

Support for the expedition
Expeditions are inevitably expensive and would be untenable if  it weren’t 
for the excellent grants available to support British alpinists attempting  
new routes and first ascents. The British Mountaineering Council, Mount 
Everest Foundation, Austrian Alpine Club and the Montane Alpine 
Club Fund supported us with grants. We are extremely grateful to all four  
bodies. Montane also supported with equipment. High5 Sports Nutrition  
kindly provided us with bars, gels, sports drinks and recovery drinks, 
very convenient for quick recovery in bivouacs. Lyon Equipment helped  
Malcolm with footwear and hardware. Rab supported Guy with clothing 
and the summit tent.

Climbing solid rock high on the first ascent of Supercouloir (ED, 75° max,  
WI 4+, M5/6, 6b) on T16 (6431m) in Zanskar. (Cristina Pogacean)

Southern Zanskar has many unclimbed and little known peaks. In June 2016, the 
Romanians Cosmin Andron and Cristina Pogacean climbed a stunning line on 
a peak known as T16 (6431m) in the Gompe Tokpo area south-west of  Padum. 
Dubbed Supercouloir, they graded their line 1200m, ED, 75° max, WI 4+, M5/6, 
6b, climbed in three days from an ABC at 5,200m.

In the sweltering early summer of  2016 my wife Cristina and I met a  
couple of  Indian friends in Delhi. Prerna Dangi and Karn Kowshik  

were participants in the 2013 ‘Climbathon’ organised by the Indian Moun-
taineering Foundation (IMF). I had been an instructor. Our plan was simple 
yet complicated: Cristina and I were short, really short, of  cash but still  
keen to have an expedition. We peered at maps and reports and one area 
seemed interesting to us: Zanskar. We tried to translate the map of  Japanese 
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mountain traveller Kimikazu Sakamoto onto Google Earth and identified 
a peak we liked, without having any photos of  it. Trawling the internet for 
more information – mainly photos – we discovered that Sakamoto’s report 
of  the area was still the best resource.

The expedition would be as cheap as possible, the upside being we had no 
commitments to sponsors or the media. The plan was simple: make our way 
to Padum using public transport, source some local help to reach a suitable 
base camp and from there try to climb the chosen peak, initially by any easy 
enticing route in teams of  two: Prerna and Cristina, Karn and myself. Then 
we would try its north face. The peak chosen was ‘baptised’ as P6436 in the 
IMF registry and as peak T13 on the Sakamoto map.

Our merry band was joined by two more: Nishit, a rock climber from 
Pune, and Karn’s dog, Argos, and on 2 June we left Delhi in two batches: 

Karn, Nishit and Argos the dog with part of  our luggage in Karn’s Duster 
and Cristina, Prerna and I by public transport with the rest of  the luggage.  
Public bus from Delhi to Jammu took 10 hours, then we switched to a 
shared taxi and 12 hours later were in Srinagar, after a bit of  a detour around 
a village to avoid a gunfight between Indian troops and Islamists. From 
Srinagar, where we spent the night, we took another van for the 10-hour 
drive to Kargil for another 10-hour journey. After a depressing night in a 
squalid hotel we left early next morning after an extended shopping session 
for veggies, rice, flour, eggs, fruit, Coke and whatever else the girls decided 
would be our diet for the next few weeks.

Twelve hours later, on the night of  5 June, we were in Padum (3600m), 
slightly less shattered than we expected after the travel. We promptly and 
totally by chance met Karn, Nishit and Argos in the first restaurant we  

Above: Kimikazu Sakamoto’s sketch-
map of the mountains south-west of 
Padum showing the location of T16.

Right: The Supercouloir of T16. 
(Cosmin Andron)
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visited to rest our weary bodies. Also by chance, a local boy, Tenzing Thapa, 
a taxi driver by trade, was officially appointed sirdar, cook and base camp 
manager. Next day was spent on a recce trip up the valley towards our  
objective looking for a way across the river, which the Japanese party had 
trouble crossing, hence skipping entirely our intended destination.

On 8 June we set up base camp on a moraine at around 4,900m.  
A quick recce up the moraine and glacier showed our initial objective, T13, 
was quite unlike it appeared on Google Earth. On 11 June at 3am four of  
us left base camp leaving Nishit, Tenzing and Argos behind. We moved 
efficiently over moderate ground with only a couple of  belays up to close 
to 5,900m. Unfortunately, the ridge was not continuous as it appeared  
on Google Earth but more a convergence of  ridges running from south  
to north to converge with the west ridge of  T13. From where we stopped,  
a couloir of  snow on the north side of  the west side seemed the way to 
go, but the route beyond looked progressively more difficult culminating  
with several abseils and walls before the summit. Despite having bivy 
gear, we deemed the undertaking a tad too much for our merry band in its  
current configuration and decided to bail.

Cristina and I were pondering on our next target. We could try a line 
on the north face of  T13 but it would be a confection, a linking together  
of  snow islands and I didn’t much like the odds of  being in the firing line 
for three days or so. Each night at ABC we heard the rumble of  avalanches. 

The alternative was the south side of  what we identified on Sakamoto’s 
map as T16, right opposite the north face of  T13. From the ridge I had 
seen a beautiful, natural line: a couloir running from bottom to top. The 
problem was that the upper third of  the couloir seemed pure rock, possibly 
overhanging. Would we be able to find a way through that? The choice was 
between forcing a line through dangerous terrain on T13 and following a 
natural, safer line with a major question mark right at the top on T16. In the 
end we decided to set up an ABC in the middle of  the glacier, right between 
the two faces, giving us the option to decide after examining both faces  
in more detail.

Karn and Prerna were having their own powwow. They reached the  
conclusion that all the lines on T13 and T16 were beyond what they were 
ready, as a team, to tackle. Karn decided to take Nishit and Argos down 
to Padum and arrange porters for 18 June, when we hoped we should 
be off  whatever route we chose to try, while Prerna would remain with  
Tenzing in base camp to keep us company on the mountain.

We feasted on pasta, lard, sausages and matar paneer mainly thanks to  
the kitchen labour of  the girls: Tenzing’s progress from steering wheel to  
ladle was tortuous but ended with dal and boiled veggies. As a matter of  pre-
caution, we brought from Romania a solid stash of  blue and green cheese 
and other goodies just to be safe. After three days at base camp, all our  
companions, whether Tibetan Buddhist, Indian Buddhist, non-practising 
Hindu and vegetarian Hindu were converted to Romanian ways and soon 
the fat Romanian omelette with cheese, lard and sausages was the staple  
of  each breakfast.

On 14 June, after two days of  rest and gluttony, Karn, Nishit and Argos 
left for Padum while Cristina and I left to set up ABC at around 5,200m and 
make up our minds. Prerna and Tenzing stayed at base camp to ponder how 
lard had changed their lives and finish season two of  Arrow, the American 
TV series we had got them addicted to on our iPad. That night at ABC 
our decision was made for us. The north face of  T13 was rumbling with 
avalanches and rock fall. It wasn’t wise to be up there any time of  day and 
there was a much better alternative just opposite. We set our alarms for 3am.

The couloir was pretty straightforward, as we expected it to be, with a 
couple of  shortlived 75° sections. We simul-climbed pretty much all of  it 
with a quick brew and breakfast stop on a ledge halfway up. We were hoping 
to get off  the snow and into a sheltered spot before the sun hit the couloir 
as we were anticipating slush and rock fall. The snow section of  the couloir 
ended with a constriction and a foretelling of  what was to come higher up. 
The five metres or so of  mixed ground looked anything but pleasant and 
Cristina drew the short straw: rotten ice and polished rock required some 
inventive shimmying up the pitch.

By the time we were done the sun was moving in and we scurried to 
find shelter. Rocks were whizzing around and we played dodgems until we 
found a ledge, if  you can call it that, under a small overhang. Then we sat 
down to wait. By 5pm the sun went over the ridge and by 7pm the rocks 

Right: Cristina Pogacean near the 
top of the ice in the couloir. (Cosmin 
Andron)

Above: Cristina Pogacean after the 
tiring first bivouac. (Cristina Pogacean)
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had stopped falling. We did another pitch on easy snow up to an icefall 
but that was more of  a waterfall. Since it wouldn’t be easy frozen, let alone 
melting, we decided to return to our little ledge, sort out a bivy and have an 
early start in the morning. We felt queasy and sun-struck. Conversation was 
merely functional and with a hint of  irritation. We were, literally, cooked. 
As we settled down to sleep, I said: ‘At least it’s not snowing!’ It wasn’t half  
an hour before the first snowflakes were dancing down onto our bivy bag. 
My wife told me, quite justifiably, to shut up.

It was a beautiful morning though, and, grunting and aching, we extracted 
ourselves from our bags, unclipped ourselves from the anchor and started 
up. It was my day to lead and I was expecting it to be glorious. The icefall 
was indeed frozen but the surprises soon came thick and fast. Sorting the 
gear, I took the opportunity to congratulate myself  for only bringing two 
ice screws. One was promptly sunk in the base of  the icefall and I assumed 
that the other would be enough for the next 30m, the limit of  what I could 
see. Out of  sight, however, the icefall continued, cork-screwing up a full 
rope-length. Halfway up, with sinking heart, I was forced to call down to 
Cristina asking for the lower screw to be sent up on one of  the ropes, quite a 
matter of  dexterity as I was hanging off  one tool with feet in ice and a crack. 
The ice was old: brown and thin. The exit was burly and mixed: I managed  
to clean the upper bit straight onto Cristina’s belay below. It wasn’t the  
prettiest start, but heaving and grunting gets you a long way if  you’re  
persistent. My sack followed, then Cristina.

A pitch higher, the couloir was blocked by vertical, frozen mud with 
rock stuck in it: some sort of  dubious-looking, ‘improvised’ conglomerate.  
An attempt up it produced little progress, moderate amounts of  fear and 
loads of  doubt. We opted for the ‘sporty’ option, negotiating overhangs and 
thin mixed ground. I felt well in control of  my tools but not necessarily  
of  my emotions since protection was scarce, the run-outs long and the ice 
thin. Luckily I was so tired I couldn’t strike it too hard, thus preserving some 
for Cristina when it was her turn.

Cosmin Andron leading thin ice at the top of the couloir. (Cristina Pogacean)

Pogacean following the move left and up through a band of overhangs to avoid 
an area of loose rock. (Cosmin Andron)
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protection about right and I was happy seconding. We left all the bivy gear 
at the bivy spot and took only what we deemed necessary, climbing in rock 
shoes. We soon passed a fake summit, the white triangle visible from base 
camp, on the face to its right and kept going. The higher we got the better  
the climb became. Towards the exit to the final ridge we both experienced 
some of  the best rock climbing we have done in the higher mountains.

At the base of  the final arête we left behind the backpack, the camera, 
taking only my phone, and our big boots. The afternoon was approaching 
and we were keen to start down. As on T13, the final ridge was the meet-
ing point of  several ridges, including the two sides sheltering our couloir.  
We had exited the couloir by its left, west side onto the face and the ground 
ahead was fairly moderate. One could see the flat table-top north summit 
ahead and the south summit above. It was now after 4pm and with the end 
in sight we moved with a high sense of  urgency.

The north summit was at least a kilometre away and the ridge was up and 
down with quite a few pinnacles in between, all pretty much at the same 
height. We weren’t keen on visiting each and every one of  them and weren’t 
planning to tag the north summit either. Quite a bit past 5pm we started 
descending, down-climbing what we could, abseiling where we couldn’t  
or where it was faster.

Having recovered the backpack, then the stuff  left at the bivy, as darkness 
set in we were abseiling in a void, past the overhangs, past the icefall, past 
the first bivy and into the snow couloir. We started down-climbing until 
tiredness caught up and we reached the steeper bits. Then we alternated 
between abseils and down-climbing until the slope gave in and we started 
walking face out towards the glacier below. There was a little light down on 
the glacier, near our ABC: Prerna has sent someone up to help us dismantle 
it and head down to base camp since the porters were due that evening.  
By 3am we were in base camp with a mug of  hot chocolate in hand. Sleep 
was never sweeter nor the sleeping bag softer.

From Padum we decided to close the circle and travelled, again by  
public transport, all the way to Leh and from there to Manali and back to  
Delhi. Karn, Nishit and Argos went back via Srinagar in their Duster. Given 
the geographical data, we were not comfortable claiming the first ascent 
of  T16. The north summit may be higher and the two are, at least as it 
stands, bundled together. In February 2017, a photograph arrived from the 
Slovenian alpinist Matic Jost taken from Rangtik Tokpo to the north-west 
that makes me wonder how far south we were on the ridge – and whether 
what is marked on the Sakamoto map as T16 is actually the same peak 
they photographed from Gompe Tokpo. Whatever the truth, we decided  
to leave such problems to the geographers. We are content to have climbed 
our ‘Supercouloir’.

Not knowing what lay ahead and having wasted time on the ‘fake’ 
conglomerate, we started looking for a bivy spot. The sun was moving in  
although we were blessed with a cloudy day and the firing range opened up 
a tad later. We finally found a spot and excavated it: it was perfect, as long  
as you were tiny – and alone. The morning was bright but that couldn’t 
make up for a sleepless night, sitting on one butt-cheek. Grumpy was my 
middle name, on the morning of  17 June.

After a few wet and snowy pitches on decent rock but with fingery  
moves we ended up on a beautiful face. The sun was out, the rock was dry, 

Cristina Pogacean leading on the last day, going light for the summit.
(Cosmin Andron)


